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No Time for Conspiracy Games
Tuesday's terrorist attacks have prompted a popular online game, which
questions the U.S. government, to temporarily shutter its services. By Brad
King.

A POPULAR ONLINE  conspiracy game suspended service on Tuesday after real-

life terrorist attacks killed thousands of people in New York City and Washington,

D.C.

Electronic Arts temporarily shuttered its online government conspiracy game

Majestic.

The eagerly anticipated role-playing game went dark at 1 p.m. on Tuesday,

according to Jerry Schmitz, a company spokesman.

"Due to current national events, we are temporarily suspending Majestic and will

return soon," a short message flashed to players as they tried to log into the game.

The company hasn't released numbers yet, but over 100,000 people had pre-

registered for the game. There has been no word from the company on when play is

expected to resume.

"Nobody asked us to shut the game down; it just didn't seem appropriate to keep it

going while this tragedy was taking place," Schmitz said.
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The Electronic Arts game has players attempting to infiltrate a "shadow" government

that is conducting mind-control experiments on American citizens. In the game,

those citizens are often forced to carry out various actions such as murder and

sabotage against enemies of the state.

Throughout the course of the game, Majestic players are given a series of puzzles to

solve, each of which advances the plot. Clues can surface at any time, and when a

player gets stuck, a computer-generated character known as the Silent Partner

sends instant messages to push a player along.

Players are forced to look for answers outside the confines of the PC, as they receive

phone calls and faxes that help them solve the puzzles.

Real life has affected other online games, which were forced to deal with the topic

that is on nearly everyone's mind.

Sony's Everquest has allowed its staff to work reduced hours during the crisis. While

the 2.7 million players continue playing Lineage, the game's message boards are

filled with discussions about the World Trade Center and the Pentagon.

Some found it best to stay out of the public discussion. The makers of Quake and

Doom, two popular action games, did not mention news of the attacks on their sites.

Gaming companies weren't alone in altering their activities. Yesterday's attacks

forced a tongue-in-cheek political group to halt its services as well.

JustSayBlow.com, a lobbying organization attempting to overturn a policy that

denies federal aid to college students who refuse to answer questions about their

past drug use, announced it would shutter its website for the immediate future.

John Hlinko's organization has attacked President George W. Bush's credibility and

drug policy. Through the site, people can send billfold-sized mirrors with powdered

residue to the White House.

"JustSayBlow.com will be temporarily suspending its campaign in light of today's

tragic events," Hlinko said. "There will be time for politics later. Please take whatever
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activist energy and donations you would've used for JustSayBlow, and instead shift

them towards helping the victims."
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The Death of E3 Signals the End of Gaming’s Most Extravagant Era
Now that any video game company can go online to hype up its big new releases, no one needs big events

anymore.

MEGAN FAROKHMANESH
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Video Games That Encourage Human Interaction Can Build Better Vibes
At a WIRED event Tuesday, a panel of studio founders and researchers discussed game designs that foster

civility and discourage toxicity.
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The Grand Theft Auto VI Trailer Is Here. And It’s Already Causing Mayhem
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Rockstar's hugely anticipated Grand Theft Auto VI has fans in a frenzy. The new trailer brings big Vice City

vibes and big action.
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Super Mario RPG Is Still One of Nintendo’s Best, Most Bizarre Games
Almost 30 years later, it still feels like a wonder Super Mario RPG was ever made.
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How Baldur’s Gate 3 Became the Horniest Game of the Year
Ever since Larian Studios released Baldur’s Gate 3 in August, players have been finding new, inventive, and

incredibly fast ways to get it on. When it lands on Xbox, the sexiness is sure to continue.
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From The Wheel of Time to Gen V, these are our picks for what you should be watching on the streamer.
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Taylor Swift, QAnon, and the Political Weaponization of Fandom
This week, Taylor Swift was named Time’s Person of the Year. QAnon conspiracy theorists say it’s all part of

a psyop to alter the trajectory of the 2024 election.
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Assassin’s Creed Nexus VR Makes the Case for Immersive Gaming—Finally
Ubisoft’s biggest virtual reality title yet is a lot better than you might have expected.
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